MISSION STATEMENT
“We leverage fun gameplay and smart IoT tracing to
help our users to have an organized, efficient and
meaningful way of recycling their waste.”

RECYCLE

RECREATE

REPEAT
USER RESEARCH

EVERY YEAR, $11.4 BILLION
WORTH OF RECYCLABLE
MATERIALS LEFT IN LANDFILLS
IN THE UNITED STATES.
BIG BLUE BINS

INVESTMENT

Lawmakers are pushing to increase
recycling rates with bigger bins.

Once a profitable for cities and
private employers, has now become a money-sucking enterprise.

Residents stop being proactive
because they are not told to sort.

Cities cannot afford to fund good
collection.

Recycling streams have become
increasingly polluted and less
valuable.

FINDINGS SYNOPSIS

“In people’s defense, recycling can be complicated and because there aren’t any consequences
such as fines, it’s been my experience that people
lax sometimes just don’t care about recycling or
why it’s important.”

POSITIONING MATRIX

Waste recycling is inconvenient
and time-consuming without more
significant benefit.

“A century ago, people recycled and repurposed
waste due to the massive shortages of raw materials caused by wars and economic downturns.
Today, we are full of resources to create new
things, part of my generation are used to throwing away their belongings if they are partly broken
or a new version coming out. ”

“Living in clean environment and learning from
documentary can motivate me. Sometimes, a
continues recognition instead of a short term simulation can be helpful for people to start a habit.”

Currently, citizens are not provided
with enough options to recycle
different kinds of wastes.
Waste classifying and separating
process are complex and challenging for both citizens and recycling
companies.
The general recycling habit of individuals depends on the surrounding environment they grow up
from. It also depends on whether
there are close role models.

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

PUBLIC

MODULAR RECYCLING

BUILDING RECYCLING

TRASH TAXI

HOW EGG - CITING!

The modular stacking concept lets
the users upgrade and customize
their recycling system to satisfy their
household’s waste tendencies. The
cover features space for extra bags
and other accessories that help
process all kind of trash.

ERO can cleanly separate the waste
mixture and packages the cleaned
material. What was previously waste,
now turns into labeled packaged asset
to be transferred right away into
concrete pre-casting stations to be
re-molded into new building blocks.

Recycle Track Systems, dubbed the
“Uber for trash” was started in 2014.
It gives its users the ability to schedule
on-demand pick-ups for larger items
such as furniture, along with offering
regularly scheduled pickups as well
for trash, recycling, and compost.

Officially described as a “segregated
waste bin”, the Ovetto Recycling Egg
is meant to store recyclables in three
color-coded segments. It can also
mind your trash which allows internal
processing of organic wastes until
garbage pick-up day.

NEW ORDER

BIN. E

TERRACYCLE

CAN -WATCH

The waste is collected in a series of
colored bags hanging on the wall in full
view. The New Order bags are made of
a robust, easily washable and recyclable textile.

Bin E is the world’s first intelligent
recycling bin comes fitted with ‘eyes’
in the form of specialist cameras and
sensors that recognize the material
of the rubbish. Once the material has
been identified, the mechanism passes the waste through to one of the
smaller bins below the initial container.

While smoking is becoming less popular, it still creates plenty of waste. Now,
leftover cigarette butts in Terracycle
are being recycled to create plastic
shipping pallets, among other uses.

The Can-Watch combines the maxims of sustainability with a social
mission. The dial of this watch is made
from the bottom of an ordinary soda
can in an upcycling process that lends
it a new meaning.

Building
Recycling

Trash Taxi
Services
How Egg-Citing!

Terracycle

Our System

INTEGRATED

SPECIFIC

Modular
Recycling
System
Bin. E

Can-Watch

New Order

DOMESTIC

EXPERT INSIGHTS
“Sometimes it takes a shocking
image or something for a person to
look at and say, I don’t want to be a
part of that and it really bothers
me. It takes a lot for people to subscribe to becoming more environmentally conscious.”

“Sophisticated and efficient waste
management and recycling infrastructure needs to be created on a
level comparable to manufacturing, shipping and retail. This infrastructure is as important as the
other stages of product lifecycles,
and should be as effective.”

MARNIE
GAEDE

HEIDRUN
MUMPER- DRUMM

ArtCenter professor &
environmental activist

ArtCenter professor &
sustainability specialist

SAVE ENERGY
REDUCE WATER & OIL WASTE
REDUCE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
SAVE LANDFILL SPACE
GENERATE JOBS
1 ton of recycled plastic saves:
5,774 kWh of elecetricity.
685 gallons of oil.
98 million Btu’s of energy.
30 cubic yards of landfill space.
1 ton of recycled glass saves:
42 kWh of electricity.
5 gallons of oil.
714.3 Btu’s of energy.
2 cubic yards of landfill space.
7.5 pounds of air pollutants from being released.
1 ton of recycled Aluminum saves:
14,000 kWh of electricity.
1,663 gallons of oil.
237.6 million Btu’s of energy.
10 cubic yards of landfill space.

METAL
A single aluminum can
recycled save energy
to power a television
for 3 hours.

FINDINGS SYNOPSIS
The younger generation is conscientious as long as they have it in
the back of their mind, but it is the
matter of education and if they are
taught to take the lead when it
comes to waste recycling. It often
depends on where young people
grew up and if recycling was a behavior that they learned.
Most challenging materials to dispose include E-waste, pharmaceuticals, and toxic.

GLASS
A glass bottle can go
from a recycling bin to
a store shelf in as little
as 30 days.

RECYCLABLE MATERIALS

PLASTIC
5 plastic bottles make
1 polyester T-shirt.

Most potential materials for repurposing include textiles, construction waste, including demolition,
paper products, food waste.
In terms of the existing process,
governments set the rules, and
cities and private companies create the means. The really sophisticated recycling companies are
usually private and are based on
reselling high quality recyclable
materials to industrial users.

PAPER& CARDBOARD?
We choose plastic, glass, and metal
as our major recyclable materials in
the developing stage of our business because of their high recycling
capability and value.
It doesn’t mean paper and cardboard have less value. Whereas, as
going paperless and avoiding over
packaging have become significant
trends in multiple industries, we
imagine a future with less and less
paper and cardboard produced
from virgin resources.
We consider adding paper and
cardboard as soon as we gain
enough user base to run the business smoothly. Our users will later
be provided options to recycle
these two materials.

POSITIONING STATEMENT
“For citizens, especially students, creatives, and lukewarm environmentalists who wish to engage in a more efficient, meaningful way to recycle, Amuzi
provides a fun recycling experience while maintaining a well organized structure for our users to be accountable for their waste.”

FULFILLING

PLAYFUL

SYNERGISTIC

PAINPOINTS & SOLUTIONS / INDIVIDUALS

PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS / CITIES

DISTRUST

HOW ARE CITIES DISPOSING OF OUR WASTE

People are unsure about where
their waste is actually going.

We keep our users accountable
by keeping their wastes on track.

Landfilled

Incinerated

Composted

Recycled

UNAWARE
We provide a simpler and more
organized way for our users to
recycle their waste.

People don’t care enough about
how much waste we don’t recycle
affects our environment.

INCONVENIENT
SOUTH
KOREA

SWEDEN

Distribution
Marketing
Selling

GERMANY

Processing
Assembly
Packaging

FINLAND

RETAILERS

AUSTRALIA

PRODUCT
MANUFACTURERS

IRELAND

ITALY

AUSTRIA

USA

UK

FRANCE

RAW
MATERIALS

raw

JAPAN

Sourcing
Processing
Distribution

SPAIN

SUPPLIERS

We use our system to reduce the
amount of solid waste that our
users produced and disposed to
help the city cut down the cost
of waste management.

We provide a one place solution
for processing and recycling different kinds of solid waste. We do the
job of connecting with waste haulers and processing companies.

We provide our users with physical
rewards to keep them motivated.

People are lacking motivation to
recycle their own waste.

GREECE

UNMOTIVATED

MEXICO

TURKEY

We provide a one place solution
for recycling most common and
valuable wastes.

The current process of recycling
is not accessible and convenient.

We help the city to build a positive
image working closely with local
and global environmental organizations and non-profits to support
education and charity.

CONSUMERS
Purchased by users

IN USE

LIFECYCLE

Acquisition or recovery
Extraction
Transformation

Personal use
Maintenance
Repair

DISPOSAL

PROCESSING
MANUFACTURERS

Recycling with Amuzi
Domestic sorting

CITY

Collaborating with our system
Processing recyclable waste
Transforming into raw materials

Collaborating with our system
Collection of users’ waste
Setting up recycling standard

WASTE HAULER
Collaborating with our system
Sending out recycled waste

END OF LIFE
Landfilling
Energy recovery

DESIGN CRITERIA

ACCOUNTABLE

PERSONALIZED

MOTIVATIONAL

ACCESSIBLE

RECIPROCAL

Users are responsible for recycling
their own waste and will be able to
keep track of the waste they have
recycled through Amuzi.

Users are provided the option to
customize their design with recycled materials to create things
meaningful and unique to them.

Users will be provided with physical
rewards, which motivates them to
recycle routinely and properly.

The system is more approachable
location-wise and provides its users with multiple solutions in terms
of different kinds of materials.

Individual users, cities, companies
and manufacturers all get involved
in the process. All of them will get
something beneficial in exchange
for active engagement in Amuzi.

ECOSYSTEM / NOW TECH

ECOSYSTEM / LOW TECH
Physically join workshop

Pick up waste & send new containers
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Hand off for delivery

Hand sorting and processing
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Drop off wastes at Amuzi public bins

Build creations
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Help sort different wastes
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PRIMARY USER FLOW

Request container set once signing up

Weekly challenge

Plastic challenge

View waste progress

Build creations from template

View by category

View product info

MICRO INTERACTION

Touch or tap

Swipe left or right

Slide up or down

Touch to
show texts

Swipe left to
right to switch
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KEY
PARTNERS

KEY
ACTIVITIES

VALUE
PROPOSITIONS

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS

• Packaging manufacturers

We create an organized, efficient
and meaningful way of recycling
waste with real rewards and fun
gameplay.

We provide one place solution for
waste of various materials.

• Community-based

• Citizens

We are consulting for other companies by designing a creative, sustainable strategy for them while
running the platform.

We provide a simpler and more
organized way for our users to
recycle their waste.

• Manufacturers of sustainable

materials

• Companies that can process

various wasting materials

• Companies that are buying and

using our materials on their
products

• Our users
• City government
• Non-profit organizations
• Social media
• Our competitors, other waste

management companies

KEY
RESOURCES
• Big community base

• Marketing
• Waste processing

We provide our users with physical
rewards to motivate them.
We provide a platform for users to
customize and share their
creations.
We keep our users accountable by
keeping their wastes on track.

• Long-term
• Co-creation
• Self-service

• Cities
• Non-profits
• Manufacturers

CHANNELS
• Direct to consumers

• Sell to cities
• Sell to educational system

• Partnership with manufacturers

• Collaborate with companies &

& suppliers

• Companies

• Sell to non-profits

• Bandwidth of distribution

COST STRUCTURE
• Service

We gamify the process of recycling.

- 15~35 years old
‑ Especially students, lukewarm
environmentalist
- Live and work in the city

manufacturers

REVENUE STREAMS
• Product development &

maintenance

• Operating expenses (rent, utilities,

payrolls)

• Sell processed materials to

companies

• Provide consulting services to

companies

• Consumer-driven purchases
• Advertising for allied companies

